


































































































Alabama Gulf Coast Recovery Council 
Proposal Evaluation for Direct Component   Summary Sheet 
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Project Name:  Aloe Bay / Harbour Town E&D/Permitting   Project ID: 291     

Requested Funding:   $  2,183,485               Additional Funding Sources Amount:  $0     

 

Additional Funding Secured?  Y   N   Unknown        

 

Can Funding be secured from other sources?  Y   N   Unknown        

Geographic Area of Project:  Town of Dauphin Island, Mobile County                                                                                              

Restore Act Project Classification:  Planning assistance         

1. Key Activities Identified:              

- multiple activities identified - planning assistance best eligible activity 

- funding for phase I of Aloe Bay / Harbour town restoration / enhancement / rejuvenation project 

2. Status of Project Readiness/Time to Completion:  

- if implemented as a planning / scoping / E&D+permitting project - project is ready to be implemented. 

Time to completion: 3 years 

3. Summary of potential risks to implement and maintain proposed activities:  

- unknown costs to construction as yet 

land acquisition will mean that there is a perpetual federal interest 

4. Permit(s) Required: Y   N   Unknown        

 

5. If yes, status of permit(s):        Have not submitted application          Application(s) submitted      

                                                           Permit(s) obtained 

6. Described benefit/need to the community/region:  

- enhance tourism, town revenues, and lodging tax revenues in a popular tourist destination in Alabama 

7. Comments and summary from independent evaluation: 

Eligible under Bucket 1 and potentially under Bucket 3.  

Recommend funding prior to funding project #79. 

Per 31 CFR 34, infrastructure must be publicly owned. 

Federal procurement standards will apply (2 CFR 200). 

Pass-through award, increase monitoring effort by ADCNR.  

Treasury Regulations 31 CFR 34.2 requires Infrastructure projects to be owned by a public entity 

Unclear to how many acres were being purchased. 
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Land acquisition will mean that there is a perpetual federal interest 

Supplemental Evaluation Information 

Project Name:   Aloe Bay / Harbour Town E&D/Permitting         Project ID:  291     

Does project:                

8. Demonstrate benefits in relation to cost of project: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- unknown at this time based on unknown construction costs and limited understanding of the impacts of the project 

on occupancy, tourism etc. 

 

 

9. Quantify or qualify Short-term/long-term economic benefits: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- short term environmental compliance and E&D contract work 

- longer term enhanced tourism, lodging tax rates, and town revenues 

- attract additional small businesses 

 

10. Adequately demonstrate need: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

current lack of short-term lodging and event space to accommodate multi-day events. 

 

 

 

11. Prevent adverse impacts elsewhere: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- all impacts would be localized to Aloe bay, as likely mitigation measures are in place 

 

 

 

12. Expand/promote an existing industry or offers diversification: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

expand existing tourism industry while increasing the diversity of attractions 
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13. Demonstrate short‐ or long‐term job creation: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

Short term: construction jobs 

Long term: ecotourism opportunities as well as lodging and retail jobs 

 

 

 

14. Provide measurable outcomes: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

permits, land acquisition and design plans 

 

 

 

 

 

   

15. Address potential risks and uncertainties: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- a number of considerations have been and still need to be addressed, that could be or would be handled during an 

initial scoping/ planning phase, as well as through community engagement, and environmental compliance review 

- sea level rise and accommodation of those scenarios to construction projects (i.e., sustainability of the project) 

 

16. Address use of cutting-edge technology: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

Town of Dauphin Island intends to utilize LEEDS, SITES and other best practices that will increase the long-term 

resiliency of the project. 

 

 

17. Address environmental compliance needs and status: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- environmental compliance including permitting is included as a phase of this project 

- this initial phase is required before proceeding with construction 
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18. Demonstrate post‐implementation sustainability, including recurring costs:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- would be addressed through planning / scoping, community engagement and E&D requirements based on permit 

conditions. 

- E&D designs would likely have to consider barrier island, sand migration, as well as sea level rise scenarios 

 

 

 

 

19. Demonstrate budget reasonableness:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- the original budget is difficult to understand how it was estimated and what’s included (see project #79). Based on 

the project description this project is to "upgrade" Aloe Bay/Harbour town, the budget also includes Parks and 

Recreation (4 parks) - is this envisioned for the town of Dauphin Island or do these four parks reside in Aloe Bay? 

- +/- $2.3million project - unsure of costs as planning/ E&D based on complete construction 

- Construction made up of 4 components: 1) wastewater/water, 2) River Walk Marina (Harbour Town?, 3) Parks and 

Recreation, and 4) Streetscape. 

- how was the $1 million for land identified? Yellow-book appraised lands? How many acres? 

20. If Best Available Science is required, is narrative adequate? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- n/a based on planning assistance eligibility 

 

 

21. Can project be phased? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- this project is the initial phase of a much larger project (Project 79). 

 

 

22. Is project included in an existing strategic/comprehensive plan? Y   N         

Reviewer Comments  

- Unknown if the City of Dauphin Island has a master town plan and it is unknown whether upgrades to Aloe Bay and 

Harbour town are within those plans. 
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23. Feasibility and Logistics (next steps, hurdles, barriers, other considerations) 

- permitting and E&D to better understand construction costs 

- focusing on what this project will undertake for revitalization 

- procurement requirements 

 

 

 

 

24. Additional Options (phasing, etc.) 

- this project is a phase of a larger construction project (#79) 

 

 

 

 

25. Additional Comments from Reviewer  

 

- this initial phase is critical for E&D, permitting, and more broadly to get an understanding of the prioritization of 

construction and need for the future phases of the project. 

- construction estimates from project #79 will be refined based on the outcomes of this project. 

 

 

 

Reviewed By:           

  R       

   Printed Name 

 

QAQC By:                 

                      

   Printed Name 


